AUSTRALIA SHOULD BLOCK US-INDIA NUCLEAR DEAL
Joint Statement from Australian civil society groups
to the Australian Government
Before the end of the year the Australian Government will have the opportunity to oppose the USIndia nuclear deal at both the IAEA Board of Governors meeting and block the deal at the 45-nation
Nuclear Suppliers Group. We urge the Government to oppose the deal for the following reasons:
1. Supporting the US-India deal is inconsistent with the Rudd Labor Government's principled policy
of prohibiting uranium exports to India and other countries which have not signed the Nuclear NonProliferation Treaty (NPT).
2. Nuclear trade with India undermines the fundamental principle of the global non-proliferation
regime – the principle that NPT signatories can engage in international nuclear trade for their civil
nuclear programs while countries which remain outside the NPT are excluded from civil nuclear
trade. The precedent set by nuclear trade with India would increase the risk of other countries
pulling out of the NPT, building nuclear weapons, and doing so with the expectation that civil
nuclear trade would continue given the Indian precedent.
3. The US-India deal would allow nuclear trade with India with no requirement for India to
dismantle its nuclear arsenal or to join the NPT. This would legitimise India's nuclear weapons
program and make it less likely that it will disarm. The US-India deal contains no commitment from
India to curb its weapons program, no commitment to refrain from testing nuclear weapons, and
no commitment to sign and ratify the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty. India would not even be
bound by the NPT disarmament commitments which apply to the five 'declared' nuclear weapons
states (USA, Russia, China, France, UK).
4. Nuclear trade with India would make it less likely that other non-NPT weapons states such as
Israel and Pakistan will disarm and accede to the NPT. Pakistan resents the selective support for
India's nuclear program and is well aware of the potential for the US-India deal to facilitate an
expansion of India's arsenal of nuclear weapons. In April 2006, Pakistan's National Command
Authority (NCA), chaired by President Pervez Musharraf, declared that: "In view of the fact the
[US-India] agreement would enable India to produce a significant quantity of fissile material and
nuclear weapons from unsafeguarded nuclear reactors, the NCA expressed firm resolve that our
credible minimum deterrence requirements will be met."
5. Nuclear trade with India would not only legitimise India's nuclear weapons program but also
facilitate it by freeing up domestic uranium for weapons production. K. Subrahmanyam, former
head of the India's National Security Advisory Board, noted in 2005 that: "Given India's uranium ore
crunch and the need to build up our minimum credible nuclear deterrent arsenal as fast as
possible, it is to India's advantage to categorize as many power reactors as possible as civilian ones
to be refuelled by imported uranium and conserve our native uranium fuel for weapons grade
plutonium production."
6. The alleged greenhouse 'benefits' of nuclear trade with India are minuscule and rest on the
arbitrary assumption that nuclear power displaces more greenhouse-intensive energy sources.
There are much safer ways to help India curb greenhouse emissions than encouraging an expansion
of nuclear power. For example, Leonard Weiss, a former staff director of the US Senate
Subcommittee on Energy and Nuclear Proliferation, notes that an aggressive program of improved
energy efficiency could substitute for all the future power output from nuclear reactors currently
being planned in India between now and 2020 (Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, May/June 2006).
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